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STATUTES (REPEALS) BILL 2013 
Receipt and First Reading 

Bill received from the Assembly; and, on motion by Hon Peter Collier (Leader of the House), read a first time. 

Second Reading 

HON PETER COLLIER (North Metropolitan — Leader of the House) [5.30 pm]: I move — 

That the bill be now read a second time. 

The Statutes (Repeals) Bill 2013 will repeal various obsolete acts, including some Imperial acts insofar as they 
are part of the law of Western Australia, and consequentially amend various other acts. This bill proposes 
uncontroversial changes that will remove unnecessary or redundant legislation from the statute book. The bill 
identifies for repeal 43 acts considered to no longer serve a purpose. The bill forms part of Repeal Day, which is 
this government’s commitment to removing unnecessary acts and regulations from the statute book. Repealing 
these 43 acts will represent another step towards simplifying government processes and follows previous efforts 
to remove redundant legislation and reduce the number of government boards and committees. Cleaning up the 
statute book will assist the government’s legislative program and parliamentary business generally by reducing 
the number of separate amendments that must be considered when undertaking legislative change. In November 
2012, the Legislative Council’s Standing Committee on Uniform Legislation and Statutes Review tabled a report 
entitled “Inquiry into the Form and Content of the Statute Book”, which identified acts that may be obsolete and 
that it recommended should be repealed. The report’s findings were complementary to this government’s 
commitment to modernise the statute book. I acknowledge the work of the committee, which directly contributed 
to the development of this bill. 

Pursuant to Legislative Council standing order 126(1), I advise that this bill is not a uniform legislation bill. It 
does not ratify or give effect to an intergovernmental or multilateral agreement to which the government of the 
state is a party. Nor does this bill, by reason of its subject matter, introduce a uniform scheme or uniform laws 
throughout the commonwealth. 

I commend the bill to the house and table the explanatory memorandum. 

[See paper 1796.] 

Debate adjourned, pursuant to standing orders. 
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